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Solicitation 19-716-002 - 2019 Asphalt Projects

Buying Organization Poudre School District

No Question/Answer Question Date

Q1 Question: CAD Files Request

Good Morning,

Is it possible that the CAD files can be released for these projects?  Since these projects are bid as one

Lump Sum we would like to ensure a comprehensive takeoff.

Thank you!

Answer: The District is unable to post the CAD files for these projects.

02/26/2019

Q2 Question: Testing of Soils and Materials

It was stated at the walk through that PSD will handle all testing, is this the case? Plans call for Testing

by Contractor.

Answer: All testing will be provided and paid for by the Poudre School District.

03/06/2019

Q3 Question: Lincoln Middle School

1.There is no striping plan for repainting the Bus loop and parking area there.  Do you want this left off

the bid for now?

2. Clarification, Base bid all area including the parking area in the bus loop to use the 5" asphalt over 8"

base cross section?

3. On alternate 2 the plans say that there is approx. 156 sqft of concrete to be replaced. Don't see on

the plans any concrete removal or replacement for Alternate #2

Answer: Do not include any pavement/stripping at Lincoln. This will be defined after award.

Refer to Note # 1 on Site Plan(s) for pavement sections. Note #1 on Sheet 5, 8, 11, 14, 17 and 20.

Furthermore, the pavement section identified on the drawings should be used and not the soils report, if

there are alternate pavement sections listed in the soils report.

o	Putnam- as shown on Sheet 8 of 9

o	Mountainview/PCA- as shown on Sheet 5 of 6

o	RMHS/French Field- as shown on Sheet 25/D1

It is the intent of the District to have all material removed to sub-grade as needed for new

Asphalt/Concrete with new Road Base as indicated in pavement section.

Lincoln Alternate #2-Disregard the reference to Note #1 on Sheet DL3 for “Approximate Area of

Concrete Removal: 156 SQ. FT”. There should not be any concrete removal and replacement

associated with this alternate.

03/07/2019

Q4 Question: Pre Bid Sign In

Can the pre-bid sign in sheet from 3/5/19 be provided?

Answer: Yes, the pre-bid sign in sheet from 3/5/19 will be posted in BidNet along with the Q&A

document.

03/08/2019
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Q5 Question: Putnam Play Area

Should Seal Coating of play area at Putnam be included as base bid?

Answer: Yes, seal coating of play area at Putnam should be included in base bid.

03/11/2019
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